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Victor Vran is a deep, strategic, turn-based action/adventure game set in the fantasy world of Peroonia. Created by Ryan Grey, Victor Vran has been in development for over two years. Developing and producing on his own, Ryan has been focusing on the game's gameplay and art direction for the past year. Focusing on realism, unity, and emotion he has created a
game that with its battles, encounters, and party dynamic will surprise even the most experienced RPG player. Game Features Character-based turn-based combat using combos and special abilities. Multiple combat options including spells, haste mode, and leeching. Chunking system for more dynamic and intense battles. Tutorial system that teaches gameplay as
a player explores the game world. Online co-op support allows up to four players in one game. Isometric 2D art style that lends itself to the unique role-playing mechanics of the game. Procedurally generated levels that allow for multiple playthroughs. Collectable loot with hundreds of unique weapons and armor sets. A pair of melee-oriented weapons with distinct
combat styles. Hover-attack moves that limit the player's movement. Victor Vran recently won a slew of awards including Game of the Year in the Game City Indie Festival in San Francisco. "This game wouldn't be what it is now without the support of GameCity and Indiecade. I'm incredibly grateful for the opportunity and support of the best game community in the
world." - Ryan Grey, Lead Developer Victor Vran was created by Ryan Grey for the indie game festival at GameCity in April of 2015. Since then Victor Vran has been featured at IndieCade, IndieCade Europe, and IndieCade Canada and won "Game of the Year", "Best Game Art", "Best Game Design", and "Best Game Direction" for the GameCity Indie Festival. Victor
Vran will be out this July 14th on Xbox One, Playstation 4, and Steam. Easily one of the coolest indie game characters, Victor Vran is a scrappy thief with a dark past. After Victor was taken from his parents and placed in the Magistrate's home, he had to fight for his freedom. Victor's fierce will and fighting technique earned him the nickname, “The Ghost Rider.”
Lately, Victor has been seen wandering the streets of Peroonia, looking for some payback on those who wronged him.

Features Key:

One player mode
LeapMap mode
Playable AI
Experimental map editor
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de Blob was developed by Blue Octopus and released in 2008 for Windows, Mac OS X and Linux. DE Blob is originally a Eurocom Game available for the European market only. de Blob for Windows, Mac and Linux is licensed to address the North American market. Updates and patches are available for all platforms. Darklight: Guardians of the Sky, from Czech
developer Digital Dreamers, is an action RPG set on a space station in a massive solar system with procedurally generated worlds. The player plays as a spaceship pilot on his way to explore, trade and defend the ship's crew from an alien invasion. Darklight: Guardians of the Sky is set in a post-apocalyptic world and features an open-world sandbox gameplay
where the player can build, hunt, research, trade and fight against other players. Darklight: Guardians of the Sky is a classic action RPG in which the player controls the protagonist on his quest to explore, trade and defend the ship's crew and the ship itself from an alien invasion. The game features nonlinear open world gameplay, is set in a post-apocalyptic world
and features a large variety of side-quests, items, weapons, enemies and characters. Features: Open-world sandbox gameplay where the player can build, hunt, research, trade and fight against other players. A diverse collection of weapons, items, enemies and characters. The player can pick a job to start and develops his skills, unlocks items and weapons by
doing quests, collecting items and selling in shops. Diverse factions and alliances, the player can choose sides and fight for their own. An inter-galactic sandbox, every player can choose an adventure, every character has their own backstory and character-development. The game is free to play, unlockable with in-game currency or with real-life money. The player
can trade and sell items on the market. The player can join and leave factions, they also can work for the faction or its enemies. In addition to the standard menu interface, players can also use a keyboard or a gamepad to navigate and to attack. Game on the go: Darklight: Guardians of the Sky supports a dual player mode, two players are able to play at the same
time and their ships each controls a set of joysticks. Web version A web version of the game was made available. c9d1549cdd
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Game "The Blitzkrieg: Weapons of War" is an action first-person shooter game created for iPad and iPhone, featuring the music from the "Valhalla" album. The game is a tribute to the classic games "Blood" and "Steel Storm", and it is based on the "weapons of war" system.The player's goal is to destroy a variety of enemy forces using a variety of weapons and
different skills (Teamkilling, Tankpainting, etc...), in order to reach the final levels of the game. The events occur at night, and the player, who is an infantryman, shoots his way through houses, warehouses, police stations, and other places in order to reach the end.In this first game of the series, the player has to destroy the enemy forces and run for the safety of
the end. The events occur at night, and the player is an infantryman. The player has to destroy everything in his way in order to reach the end of the level. There are two teams (red and blue), and the player has to kill all of the red, and only blue, figures in order to reach the end. The enemies can be killed using several different weapons. The final levels of the
game require a variety of weapons, and the player needs to master the use of each weapon in order to reach the end. Each weapon has its own attributes, when fired, and each weapon has specific sound effects. The player also has a different kind of ammunition - called powerups - which can be consumed in order to use the various effects of a weapon. Some
weapons have unlimited ammo, and some others can only be fired once. The player can equip a variety of weapons, and can also combine a number of weapons (i.e.: a crossbow and a rifle, a mine and an assault rifle, etc.A variety of skills (explosives, shooting, night vision, and the like) can be activated in order to enhance the player's fighting ability in the game.
The player can acquire and sell weapons that are specific to each level, either from his own stash or in random fights. The player can sell (and therefore acquire) powerups for weapons. The player can buy weapons, ammunition, and powerups from the shop. The player also needs money, and needs to destroy many kinds of power plants in order to obtain money,
which he can use to buy weapons, ammunition, and powerups. The player also needs

What's new:

 The flightless. Bee-less. Avian-ly birdless bird Squatch? After searching the vast Savannah from its Savannah bay, the chyirmyo Choctaw tribe of the Native Americans (“Native” for short) heard a sound. Something was
scrabbling around. Even though these Native Texans had been living among the Choctaw in the deep wilderness for years, there was something uncanny about the creature. It sounded like a large frog. In the moonlight it was
easy to see the cho-cho-chicky-cho-cho-CHO incontinent spluttering child as the father of our big goose tribe lay down his bundle of yarn and cement to start a house of family and civilization, and felt the Squatch’s cold and
damp breath upon his back as his friend poked him and almost drowned him in swampy green water and then beat him around the head until he cried all his presents and crying threads into a drooling dazed mess from bruises,
and slipped a flat rock into his ears that were the size of frying pans and said, “Don’t you and your friends find that insulting?” The skinny little swampers ran out into the short grass to the deep covers of our Territory,
shouting in joyous relief that land was land, and they almost got mowed down by the plane as its whirling downdraft carried a great ungodly cloud of straw dust into their eyes and nostrils and chins, pitching them from their
wee branch-shook huts into the brush. Calling the tribal elders (which is every Native, because sometimes other tribes are mean and fight over several or more towns) in their old cedar dugouts, “the spirits were cold and wet
out here among the savannahs” and called the cho-cho-cho-cho-cho-si-si-si- si-si-si-si-si squayrkach-ka-ka-ka-ka-ka-ka-cha-cho-cha-cha-cha-cha-chi-chi-chi-chi-chi-cha-cha-cha-cha, due to his great laughter, squealed into the
nose of a grad student from the University of California, Berkeley, named Oh-Squatchie-Squatchie-Squatchie, and scared the pee out of her, and knocked out her giant pair of false teeth like a Squarkey-Cho-Cho- 
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A stop-motion animated puzzle game with comedic narration! In this whimsical, humorous, and simple puzzle game, you must travel through a surreal fantasyland. However, obstacles like fiendish bushes, lurking spiders,
vicious monsters, and destructive waterfalls keep on getting in the way. But not to worry, you don't have to worry about a thing! You have three powerful abilities at your disposal to help you overcome these obstacles and
make it to the end of the level. As you progress through the levels, you'll encounter more and more of the humorous creatures, whimsical scenery, and mystifying statuettes that populate the land of confusion. 3 Unique
Abilities - Simple, yet addictive action puzzle gameplay - Epic platforming with a comical twist - Collectible figurines that increase in power the further you progress Level Up Collect figurines and you'll level up to increase your
power. Figure out which figurines you need to win to level up and get new abilities. Ancient Puzzle Ancient puzzles are a new puzzle type in this installment. Their appearance gives you an indication of which figurines you need.
Etiquette As you make your way through the levels, you will encounter figurines that require you to be tactful and friendly! Figure out how to interact with them to get the most out of your journey! Buy Here: About This Game:
A stop-motion animated puzzle game with comedic narration! In this whimsical, humorous, and simple puzzle game, you must travel through a surreal fantasyland. However, obstacles like fiendish bushes, lurking spiders,
vicious monsters, and destructive waterfalls keep on getting in the way. But not to worry, you don't have to worry about a thing! You have three powerful abilities at your disposal to help you overcome these obstacles and
make it to the end of the level. As you progress through the levels, you'll encounter more and more of the humorous creatures, whimsical scenery, and mystifying statuettes that populate the land of confusion. 3 Unique
Abilities - Simple, yet addictive action puzzle gameplay - Epic platforming with a comical twist - Collectible figur
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